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Analysis… planning and applying quality standards in all details; these are the three 

pillars upon which I depend when executing any tasks relating to media, journalism, 

communications, professional translation and web content. Over 15 years of experience 

in such areas of work, I have successfully managed to achieve distinction in all works 

where I left significant impressions that are still sources of appreciations in such places 

I joined. 

I have many success stories in different agencies; I made success in Jeddah Municipality 

OSM appearing in issuing many publications to communicate strategy to different 

segments of stakeholders. Additionally, I helped Ministry of Health portal to achieve a 

high level in UN e-Government ranking, while I succeeded in widening Naseej company 

web content projects with many government agencies. 
 

Work Experience  

Currently: 
A Managing Editor, the e-Government Program (Yesser) www.yesser.gov.sa 

in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, where I am responsible for supervising over the 

editorial process relating to all publications and press materials issued by 

Yesser. I also write scenarios and documentary video reports. 

My work includes following up all media materials to ensure quality assurance 

and compliance with Yesser’s objectives and expectations. I also work on 

preparing media plans, specifying objectives and KPIs of work in addition to 

writing all processes of work to be included into the Department’s Guiding 

Document. 

 

2009-2012: Web Content Projects manager, Naseej Company, where I was responsible for 

supervising over all content projects executed by the Company for Government 

agencies. In addition, I was in charge of putting the relevant plans for executing 

projects and monitoring the progress achieved in comparison with targeted 

objectives. My tasks also included editing, proofreading and executing random 

quality assurance of web content. 

 

2008-2009: 

 
A Media Consultant & Communication Executive, Municipality of 

Jeddah for OSM (Office of Strategy Management). My basic 

responsibility was to communicate strategy to both employees 

through internal channels, and to the Public who represent external 

stakeholders of Jeddah Municipality. My previous experience as an 

editor and translator helped much in this regard, as I was responsible 

for issuing a monthly newsletter about strategy and BSCs in addition 

to preparing materials to be published on newspapers. In the same 

regard, I was responsible for applying some change management 

plans. 
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2004-2008: 
A senior desk-editor and a Translator of  English, Arab Network for 

Publishing & Distribution Company, located in Jeddah KSA, and a 

desk-editor at Jeddah Municipality Media center. 

I was working as a desk-editor at the Media Center of Jeddah 

Municipality along with editing specialized monthly magazines 

such as "Jeddah" which is dedicated to throw light on life in Jeddah. 

In addition, I was responsible for translating any topics related to 

health, economy and tourism into Arabic to be published in the 

magazines issued by the Company. 

In the past, I participated in preparing press materials to be published 

on various magazines such as "Al Jawhara" and "Al Tamyuz" For 

Al Rajhi Banking Corp. and "Al Igatha" for IIROSA. 

2001 – 2004: 
A Translator of English, Arab Network for Publishing and 

Distribution, Cairo office. 

My primary tasks were to translate texts from English into Arabic 

and vice versa. Such texts were related to different magazines which 

were about health, economy, relief activities and IT. 

2000 – 2001: 
A Translator of English for Al Attar Bureau (002023936019) 

During this short period, I was responsible for translating various 

texts in different fields, but most of my work was concentrated on 

economic and legal texts along with technical specifications related 

to many Industrial Agencies. 

Qualifications Information 
 

Faculty: 
Al Alsun Faculty, Ain Shams Un., 2000. 

Specialization: 
English Language 

Total score: 
Good 

Computer 

Skills: 
Ms Windows, Ms Office & Internet and most applications related to my work. 

Related skills: 
 

 
A very good command of English language both spoken and writing 

 
Communicating efficiently with people especially clients. 

Personal Information 
 

Date of Birth: 

 
8th, June 1979 

 

Nationality: 
 

 

Egyptian 



Marital Status: 
Married with four children. 
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